The Editor,

We would like to address the feedback we received from some readers concerning our recently published article, "Case reports and research productivity among Syrian medical students: Review, reality, and suggested solutions" published in October--December 2015 issue of Avicenna Journal of Medicine.

A major concern was that our search of case reports missed several publications that met the study\'s inclusion criteria. This resulted in underreporting the total number of Syrian case reports. We admit that our methods missed mentioning the search end period. We would like to clarify that our search was open-dated in PubMed until July 2014, the date we started analyzing the data and preparing the manuscript. Therefore, case reports after this date were not counted in our study.

Moreover, other reason of miscounting some reports is that few case reports were published as reviews and not under case report category.

Using the same search time frame and expanding to other publication categories, we re-examined our search process and had found a number of other case reports. The total number of missed case reports was 14, which raises our results from 47 to 61 case reports published by Syrian medical personnel.

Despite miscounting these case reports, we believe that our comparison provided a valid conclusion since we used the same search methods, keywords, and publications timing for both countries compared in the study, Syria and Tunisia.

Another concern is that how could this article reflect medical students' productivity in medical research when only evaluated case reports published from Syria. This might have shown a discrepancy between the title, introduction, and conclusion from one side to the methods and results on the other side. To clarify: We were aiming to show what percentage of those published case reports included medical students among their author teams, but that was unfortunately not possible because most authors did not classify their academic degrees or positions. Nevertheless, the discussion section highlighted the importance of focusing on medical students as strategic and pivotal step to face the major deficiencies in Syrian medical research productivity \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\].

###### 

The 14 case reports that were not included in the original paper
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